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"Experience is the new business tool"
James Wallman, CEO, World Experience Organization



"Experiences are 

humankind's next great leap forward"

James Wallman, CEO, World Experience Organization



The Next Great Leap?
How to Speed Up

Q.



Experience Design

A.
Transdisciplinary



Is cross-sector innovation 

worth the bother?



"Perfecting Cross-Pollination", Harvard Business Review

"The breakthroughs [of cross-pollination] are 

frequently of unusually high value—



"Perfecting Cross-Pollination", Harvard Business Review

"The breakthroughs [of cross-pollination] are 

frequently of unusually high value—

superior to the best innovations achieved by 

conventional approaches."



Transdisciplinary 

Examples



Fan Experience to...









To bring the raw energy 

of fans to visitors on 

non-game days, 

ZEBRADOG built a 

"crazy wall" for Dukes 

basketball team and 

their fan base, the 

Cameron Crazies.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqX8mXiUTe0




Brand Experience to...

Travel



Credit: Darren Hauck/AP Images for Harley-Davidson







'We've started creating 

different customer 

journeys based on the 

participant's relationship 

with us.'

Frances Vieras Blanc, 

Eat The Cake Studio 



Events to...

Education









Themed Attractions to...

Healthcare





AdventHealth's MRI unit:

- walls painted like the beach

- you smell cocoa butter

- you hear ocean waves

- you're given a terry cloth robe 

for waiting in your personal 

cabana

- the scanning unit is fitted inside 

a huge sand castle



VR to...

Healthcare





Immersive to...

Everywhere



Immersive to...

Retail





Immersive to...

Dining





Immersive to...

Urban Design





Scare Attractions to...

Corporate Development





'This has become a first 

principle for us: at the 

end of the program, 

what do we want them 

to be feeling, doing, 

saying to others?'

Greg Palmer, Deloitte



Museum to...

Fan Experience







'Some were given a good 

experience and some a bad 

experience.

There were many "aha"" 

moments of how important the 

experience is to determine how 

people feel, what they think, do 

or not do, and will say after.'

Andrew O'Loughlin



Experience Improv Game
The Magic Transdisciplinary



In pairs, each person to select...

1. An experience sector

2. What do you call 'people' there?

3. Tool / technique

How might we use this tool / technique in an adjacent 

or opposite sector?
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